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About This Content

The custom parts contained are there to help you take out special types of creatures.

There are 6 weapons and 28 parts in all. Parts include Giant Rabbit's Foot 3, Green Belt 3, Poisonous Lure 3, Hunting Gear 3,
Dehumanizer 3, and more.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Resistance Set
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Dutch
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resident evil revelations resistance set. resident evil revelations resistance set dlc

Pros

- Constant goals to meet throughout the story
- has pretty good replay value
- Choices affect story. 7/10
"Something new!"
Steel Rats is an underrated 2.5D platformer which reminds on Urban Trials Freestyle  / Trials at first. But the difference is that
you don't counterbalance your rider, you can move on the z-axis, every contoller button is assigned and there are small character
skill trees on top. Sounds great, well there's one downer, we really should be able to change the standard button mapping
(screen) as we prefer/need it. In the end it is nice to see a new approach on an exisitng genre and they did a better job than its'
reviews suggest!

Pros:
+ very good music
+ good gameplay
+ good graphics @1440p/2160p
+ good controls
+ good sound
+ okay story
+ okay atmosphere
+ free DLC (click)
+ controller FIX (click)

Cons:
- high price tag
- flat characters
- missing complexity
- no controller button customizations
- unusual controls (z-axis = "brain♥♥♥♥" :D)

Verdict:
Needs a 75% sale, then it's a no brainer.. More than 200 reckless skydiving heisters are lost to gravity every day. Make a
change, tell them to grab a parachute.

1 like = 1 prayer. TOP SECRET
EYES ONLY
COPY ONE OF ONE
SPECIAL CLASSIFIED EXECUTIVE
ORDER #033944
PROJECT METAL BLACK
A PERMANENT FREEZE

I've actually played the game this ship is based off of, Metal Black, on my MAME emulator, and on the Taito Legends Volume
2 disc for the PS2, and I like the game, despite it's difficulty. Bassically, to power up you collect these things called 'Newalone'
to increase your firepower and beam. I like how they incorporate the same mechanic into the game. The only thing that wasn't in
here from the arcade was the beam duel between the boss. In the arcade game, the boss can gather these Nwalone to power up
their own beam and fire at you. You can fire back and have a duel that fills the screen with both of your energy, creating a, what
I assume is a black hole, that you can position in front of the boss for maximum damage. Though, with the burst counter here, I
think it's best they don't change it. Makes me want to play Metal Black again.. This is literally the best game ever created in all
of time. You are a piece of toast. A PIECE OF TOAST. Also good voice acting.. Horrible PC port.
Horrible binding set up.
Boring story.
Layout could be a whole lot better.
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Enemies are bullet sponges while the protag is a pillow case.. An interesting puzzler that finds you trapped inside a cube in the
tradition of the movie by the same name.

You must figure out where to move, and if and how to rotate the room to manipulate objects so that you can make your way out
- to the next cube of a room!

The graphics are well done and it's a simple, yet challenging premise for the escape room genre. My only gripe is that sometimes
I found myself outside the cube and also floating above the floor. A quick reboot solves the issue albeit annoying as it pulls you
out of the immersion.. If you love puzzles, mosiac etc. You'll love this game. I was really unsure about it at first, but i thought i'll
give it a try, and i've really enjoyed it, Most definitely getting the second one! :D Thumbs up!. Great game.

+Good art style
+Great risk an reward gameplay
+Neat progression

-I kept spacing out and I died 4 times in a row after getting really far, I lied ♥♥♥♥ this. Uninstalling the game.

10/10. Great art, janky controls, unimaginitive puzzles, but it's the absolutely mangled writing and decimated grammar
contrasting with the earnest tone that makes this a must-play.
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Pretty fun to pass time. The time pressure is the only real driver here. There is no risk from planning different decisions or even
not planning at all.

That said, this is basically the motivation bit missing from KSP. You get to do science in space with satellites, which never
really became a major part of vanilla KSP.. This game is another waste of disk space.....
Pros : It can run...with my GTX1080 i still got around 60FPS....
Cons :
1. No clear instruction
2. No Clear objective
3. You can only walk and walk in a strange 3D world.....
I have deleted this so called "game" from my disk....
. the aimming can defintley be improeved magerley and that is all I do like thow. One playthrough of this game should take
around maybe 8+ hours. That is for ONE path for a girl. I played 2 so far and my god this game. I was speechless the whole
time playing. The choices come maybe once or twice a chapter but each one plays something new and its amazing. 40$? i
woulda payed 90$ for a game of this quality. The artwork, voice acting, scipt, everything. It was amazing and i can't wait to try
out the other routes
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